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Club events calendar
Sat 9 Mar: Board of Directors (10 am) and
General Membership Meeting (11 am)
Morton’s BMW, Fredericksburg, VA
Sun 14 Apr: BoD (10 am) and GMM (11 am)
Battley Cycles, Gaithersburg, MD
Tech day to follow at noon

Sat 10 Aug: BoD (10 am) and GMM (11 am)
Bob’s BMW, Jessup, MD
Sun 8 Sep: BMWBMW Club Picnic
Location TBA
Sat 21 Sep: Tech day — Fredericksburg, VA

Sat 11 May: BoD (10 am) and GMM (11 am)
Bob’s BMW, Jessup, MD

5-6 Oct: BMWBMW Oktoberfest
Camp WestMar, Thurmont, MD

31 May - 2 Jun: 39th Square Route Rally
Camp WestMar, Thurmont, MD

Sat 9 Nov: BoD (10 am) and GMM (11 am)
Morton’s BMW, Fredericksburg, VA

Sat 15 Jun: Tech day — Dulles, VA

Sun 8 Dec: BoD (10 am) and GMM (11 am)
Battley Cycles, Gaithersburg, MD
Tech day to follow at noon

Sun 14 Jul: BoD (10 am) and GMM (11 am)
Beemers Über Alles, Manassas VA
3rd annual swap meet will follow
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The 39th Square Route Rally: 31 May-2 June

T

he photo you see
here is a vista of the
Gettysburg Battlefield,
with our newest Hall
of Fame member, Paul
Mihalka, and our president, Maria Vandergucht. We selected this
locale because 2013 is
the 150th anniversary of
this terribly bloody Civil
War battle, which will
be commemorated by a
tribute ride from the rally
on Saturday, 1 June. This
guided ride will be via
twisty pavement on the
back roads of Maryland
and Pennsylvania.
For rallygoers interested in getting (or
keeping) their GS dirty,
we will continue our
very popular guided
dual-sport rides. Our
guided rides will also
have route sheets available for independent
group or self-paced riders. Route sheets will be
available for a number
of additional memorable
day trips in the Thurmont
area.
If you’re interested in
furthering your knowledge of the care and
feeding of your Beemer,
you will want to avail
yourself of our Saturday
activities and speakers.
Tech Chair Tina Fraembs
has pulled together a
number of tech seminars
to keep your machine in
tip-top riding form.
Last but not least,
our rally is renowned
for GREAT door prizes
and lots of them. Maria
and I have been busy
working the phones and

keyboards and knocking on doors to solicit
prize donations. We
expect our grand prize
donors to select goods
and services sure to
please the most discriminating among the
moto-cognoscenti.
Don’t miss out on
the excitement and
tradition of the 39th
Square Route Rally.
Block the dates 31 May
– 2 June on your calendar, spoon some fresh
tires on the bike, shake
the over-wintering stink
bugs out of your sleeping bag and program
your GPS for Camp
WestMar in Thurmont,
MD.
We always need
volunteers to help set
up and run the rally, as
well as clean up afterwards. If you’re interested in helping out,
contact Rally Chair
Scott Keimig at vp@
bmw-bmw.org. Setup
starts Thursday; the
Registration Tent opens
Friday at noon and remains open most of the
day Saturday. Clean up
takes place on Sunday.
Volunteering to help
out has other benefits:
you can arrive early
for set up and claim a
prime camping spot or
one of the best berths
in the bunk houses. For
those of you counting
on taking advantage of
early bird registration
discounts, rest assured
that the registration
form will be in the April
and May issues of
Between the Spokes.
See you there!

A BMW Bike’s Best Friend:

Skilled Routine Inspection
and Maintenance
If you need a tune-up, Khanh’s
EUBMW Repair Shop will do the
needed work and check out your
bike’s whole system to spot
problems before they happen.

Be ready for the Spring
riding season!
Khanh’s EUBMW Repair
Shop is at your service in
the Armature Building.

Khanh’s EUBMW Repair Shop
(in the Armature Building)
3025 Colvin St, Alexandria, VA 22314

Phone: (571) 294-2386
Stop in or call for an appointment.

laartist | iStockphoto.com

By Scott Keimig
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Club business

Proposed change to BMWBMW bylaws
NOTE: This proposed bylaw change will be distributed and discussed at the 9 March general membership
meeting at Morton’s, and voted on during the 14 April
meeting at Battley Cycles.

W

hen the club was first formed and still small,
two-thirds of those present at a regular meeting
was probably a significant part of the membership.
In consideration of the fact that the club’s membership is now in excess of 400 and rarely more than
10% of the members show up for monthly meetings, allowing two-thirds of those present at a meeting to make changes that affect a group this large
puts a lot of control over the club into the hands of
a few. Whether a member can be physically present
at a meeting to vote should have nothing to do with
whether something as important as a bylaw change
gets approved.
Current bylaw: XI. Amendments
Amendments to these bylaws may be adopted
by a favorable concurrence of two-thirds of the votes
cast at any regular meeting, after having been proposed in writing at a regular meeting at least one
month previously, and a copy thereof sent to all
members with notice of the meeting at which their
adoption is to be voted on.
Proposed change
Any member in good standing may propose a bylaw change by submitting it to the Board of Directors.

Amendments to the bylaws shall
be voted on during the normal
election cycle, when elections for
the Board of Directors are held,
unless the delay until an October
ballot represents a financial, legal
or other similar risk to the club. In
that circumstance, amendments
to these bylaws may be adopted
by a favorable concurrence of
two-thirds (2/3) of the votes cast
at any regular meeting, after having been proposed in writing at a
regular meeting at least one month
previously, and a copy thereof sent
to all members with notice of the
meeting at which their adoption is
to be voted upon.
For bylaw changes accommodated within the election cycle,
the proposed change will be announced in the September issue
of the newsletter, posted online in
the General Forum of bmwbmw.
org no later than September 1, and
discussed at the General Membership Meeting(s) at least one month
prior to October 1. For bylaw
changes required outside the election cycle, the proposed change
will be announced, posted and

From the President

S

pring is coming soon, right?
As I write this, I am in front of the fireplace trying to restore some warmth to my toes after several
minutes shoveling snow. A line of snow showers left
us with about four inches of snow overnight and I expect my riding plans for the weekend to change due
to slick roads. I am feeling a little crabby and, according to Andi, it shows. It’s time to look ahead!
Longer days and warmer temperatures give us a
lot to look forward to in our area. Our local dealers
will roll out the welcome mats in April for their annual open house events. Your club will be there supporting the dealers who support us. They each welcome
us to set up a table and recruit new members. Consider signing up to work an hour or two at an open
house; it’s not really work when you can hang out
at the dealer for a while, visit with old friends, make
new ones AND talk bikes! Look for more info on the
forums (under Events) and in the monthly email updates to members.
You say you don’t receive the email updates? We
send out a mid-month(ish) email update to remind

By Henry Winokur,
BMWBMW Treasurer
discussed as above, if possible, at
least one (1) month preceding the
vote.
Ballots shall be placed in the
newsletter and/or in an online
(email) notification to all members
at least one (1) month, but not to
exceed three (3) months, after the
initial announcement in the newsletter and online in the General
Forum of bmwbmw.org. Discussion regarding the bylaw proposal
may be held online, in the newsletter or at the meeting(s) prior to
the voting.
Ballots to be counted shall
be returned to the Secretary, or
a committee appointed by the
Board, via US Mail or electronically, if that method is available,
within 30 days of the original ballot placement date in the newsletter. If a committee exists, they will
report the results to the Secretary,
who will announce the results in
the next newsletter and the General Forum on bmwbmw.org.
Bylaw changes shall be adopted by a favorable concurrence
of two-thirds (2/3) of the votes cast
by eligible members and associate
members in good standing.
By Maria Vandergucht

members of upcoming events
which may fall between issues of
BtS. If you are not receiving these
updates, please contact Karen
Ager at membership@bmwbmw.
org. Check your junk-mail/spam
folder first to be sure the emails
have not been diverted there.
This reminds me of a member
who deserves a shout-out. Andy
Dooley is our Webmaster and is
responsible for the maintenance
of the site. In addition to monitoring site performance and handling
upgrades, he also updates the
home page with new content and
sends out the mid-month email
updates. Under the topic of “other
duties as assigned,” he helps with
updating the Events calendar. The
Webmaster plays an important
role in the identity of the club and

is appointed by the Board. We appreciate all of his hard work!
It takes many people to make
this club a success and you can
help the club in little ways — and
in big ways, too. We are actively
looking for Sales and Events help.
In addition, Scott Keimig will soon
be recruiting for help with the
annual Square Route Rally. The
signup sheets will be posted on
the forums by early May. Volunteer to help with registration, beer
sales or “other duties as assigned”
to make the rally a success. Think
about joining in.
Hopefully Punxsutawney Phil
was right and we’ll have an early
spring. Be careful on the roads,
and I look forward to seeing you at
a club event.

Membership Report

Treasurer’s Report

A

F

Provided by Karen Ager, membership@bmwbmw.org

s of 31 January 2013, BMWBMW had 389 members and 69 associates for a total of 458 active on
the rolls. During December, 10 members renewed.
BMWBMW also welcomed four new members. The
new members joining in December were: Nan Couleman of Lusby, MD; Lou Jones of Washington, DC;
Bob Lunsford of Brookeville, MD; Jeff Witters of
Gainesville, VA.
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Provided by Henry Winokur, treasurer@bmwbmw.org

or the month of January 2013, the club’s opening balance was
$20,161.12; the closing balance was $19,059.25, showing a net
loss for the month of $1,101.87.
Income for the month was $1,425, broken down as follows: annual party fees, $550; membership fees, $275; BTS advertising, $600.
Expenses for the month were $2,440.90, broken down as follows: BTS printing and postage, $805.69; PayPal fees, $9.15; Internet
hosting fee, $99.95; annual party expenses, $1,526.11.

Among the rows of tricked-out choppers on display at the Timonium Motorcycle Show in February were these gems: a restored 1929 BMW R57 from Bob’s (at
left) and not only a vintage Indian and an ancient Harley-Davidson, but a bizarre step-through, single-wheel experimental motorcycle. Photos by Wes Fleming.

One R 1200 GS – The Perfection of an Icon
One Mission – The best GS of all times.
The BMW R 1200 GS – the icon of all travel
enduros. BMW Motorrad is now embarking
on a new chapter of its success story
and is yet again perfecting the iconic
R 1200 GS.

One Emotion – Supreme control.
The new R 1200 GS is ready for any terrain,
thanks to the greater rigidity of its main frame
and its en-hanced Paralever and Telelever for
even greater enduro steering accuracy.

One Impression – Strong individuality.
Thanks to its extensive range of options,
the R 1200 GS is absolutely unique. With
an innovative, unique LED headlamp, cross
spoke wheels, and a wide choice of options
and packages, everyone can convert this
enduro into “his” or “her” GS.

March 16
St. Patrick’s Day Fun!
9am–5pm
Coffee & Green Doughnuts
’til 10. Luck O’ The Irish
Sweepstakes drawing for
2000 Battley Loyalty Rewards points! (need not be
present to win)
March 23 – Bernie’s
Spring Covered Bridge
Ride, 8:30am–1pm
Coffee & doughnuts at
8:30; kickstands up at 9.
Sign up for our FREE rewards program and join our email club
at www.battley.com for the latest news and full event details!
A Cornerstone of the Motorcycling Community since 1986

March 27 – Dealer Dinner Ride, 7–9pm
An all bikes and brands event under the full moon!
We’ll ride out on back roads and find a nice place
to stop for dinner. No registration needed, just
show up! (good weather only ride)
Sat., March 30 | Easter Egg Hunt, 9am–2pm
Break open one of 55 hidden plastic Easter Eggs.
Take it to the parts counter to see what you’ve won!
Bring the kids for this special event — lots of prizes
for young and old! (limit of one egg per person)

7830 Airpark Rd., Gaithersburg (301) 948-4581
Tue–Fri 10am–7pm | Sat 9am–5pm | Sun (closed for winter)
© 2013 Battley Cycles, BTS3/13
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Bill Shaw’s

Long distance touring tips

Road
R

RAGE

oad rage is a controversial subject, but it’s also very familiar to all of us. It is no secret that police departments
allocate a large part of their resources in an effort to apprehend
tailgaters and speeders, collectively known as aggressive drivers, in an effort to curb road rage. Are local law enforcement
departments targeting the wrong drivers? Would their hard
work be better served if they focused on the causes and not the
effects of road rage?
It has been my experience that the majority of road rage
cases occur because of drivers who deliberately cut off other
cars, follow too closely or exhibit poor lane discipline. The
most prevalent reason for this behavior, however, is drivers
who fail to relinquish the far left or passing lane — regardless of
the speed they are traveling. Drivers who insist on sitting in the
left lane often set into motion a series of frustrated driver reactions that lead to someone doing something stupid. Although
it appears to get worse during the summer months when the
number of drivers on the road increases, I see it year-round and
on virtually every multi-lane roadway in the DC metro area.
At best, hogging the left lane is arrogant and rude. At
worst, it’s against the law. Most states have enacted laws that
require drivers to stay to the right of the highway except for
passing, which again prompts the question: if police enforced
these laws, would there be fewer instances of road rage?
Regardless of the answer, as motorcyclists we have to be
acutely aware of our actions so we aren’t the ones initiating a
road rage scenario. We also have to be alert for likely road rage
conditions and steer clear of these potentially dangerous situations since a motorcycle will always lose when pitted against
a two-, four- or ten-ton vehicle. In addition to tailgating, other
signs of road rage include drivers who repeatedly flash their
lights, weave in and out of lanes and, of course, exhibit any
driving behavior that can be characterized as aggressive, dangerous or harassing.
Being alert for inconsiderate drivers and on guard for the
reactions of frustrated drivers is a learned skill set. Learning
how to read these “road signs” should be part of every motorcyclist’s skill set.
Bill Shaw is the Editor-in-Chief of the Iron Butt Magazine and has been a
BMWBMW member since 1994. He has also served BMWBMW as its President,
VP, Secretary and Rally Chairman on two occasions. For more safety-related
articles like this, I’d suggest subscribing to the IBA magazine — it’s only $20 a
year and you don’t need to be a member to subscribe! —Ed.
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Emergency response for motorcyclists

T

here is nothing more liberating
and relaxing than to ride your
motorcycle through the Virginia countryside on a sunny afternoon. Until
about 2003 there was a decline in
the number of motorcycle accidents.
More recently however, trends show
an increase in motorcycle and motorcycle/automobile accidents as the
population increases and with more
people riding motorcycles.
First aid is the help that you give
someone quickly after they have hurt
themselves or been in a collision.
Being able to focus your attention in
the middle of a chaotic and confusing
situation can make a big difference to
someone who is injured. This article
will focus on how you, as a rider, can
prepare yourself in the event that you
witness or are involved in an accident
while riding your motorcycle. Having
a first aid kit is a great first start, but
you’ll need to know how and when
to use it. To prioritize (triage) a situation when providing first aid care for
motorcyclists, remember your ABCs:
Airway, Breathing and Circulation.
At the macro level, emergency
medical response to a trauma victim focuses on ensuring the victim is
breathing, stopping bleeding, protecting a wound, and treating for shock.
There are a few basic things you can
do to help after a motorcycle accident. First, recognize that an emergency exists, decide to act, notify
EMS professionals, and provide first
aid care, if needed, until help arrives.
A citizen responder trained in
first aid can give help in the first few
minutes of an emergency. Before you
offer citizen response, you’ll want
to have a basic understanding of the
Emergency Medical Services (EMS).
Simply put, the EMS system is a
series of activities progressing to full
care for the victim. Each sequence in
the EMS system depends on the other
for success. When it works correctly,
a victim moves quickly through the
EMS system, beginning with the actions of a responding citizen or first
responder until emergency medical
services arrive on the scene. Each part
of the EMS system is linked together

like a survival chain. The stronger
the chain, the better the chance
that an injured rider will receive
the care he/she requires.
If you are a citizen responder,
you are the first and most crucial link in the EMS system. Early
access to any victim can be a
lifesaver. Sometimes people are reluctant to act for various reasons,
but being prepared and thinking about these things ahead of
time will help you respond more
confidently Every year, countless
people recognize and respond
to emergencies. Some phone for
help, some comfort the victim,
some provide first aid care to victims, and others help keep order
and coordinate a safe emergency
scene. People can help in many
ways. In order to help, you must
act!
You’ll be busy until first responders arrive, so first and foremost, stay calm and focused. Before you can help the victim, you
must make sure the scene is safe
for you and any bystanders. Asking
yourself a few questions will guide
your actions. Is the scene safe?
What caused the accident? How
many victims are there? Are bystanders available to help? Do not
risk becoming a victim and creating more work for EMS professionals. Leave dangerous situations to
professionals, such as firefighters
and law enforcement, who have
the training to deal with emergency situations.
To be effective, you need to
recognize that an injury has occurred and response is needed.
Assessing victim needs and activating the EMS system increases
the victim’s chance of survival. If
there is another person available at
the scene, have them call 911 and
relay information while you attend
to the patient. Your top priority
as a citizen responder is to notify
911 and get professional help to
the victim as soon as possible.
Because you are unaware of
the victim’s injuries, as some may

Courtesy of
Fire & Iron Motorcycle Club
Station 161, Northern Virginia
be internal and not visible, you
should never attempt to move or
adjust the victim. Most importantly: DO NOT remove the rider’s
motorcycle helmet; leave this
to the professionals. The wrong
actions can do more harm than
good.
As a citizen responder, your
link to responding emergency
professionals is the 911 dispatcher,
who will dispatch first responders (fire, EMS and police) and will
help determine what assistance
is needed based on what you tell
them about the collision and the
victim’s condition. The 911 dispatcher will ask several questions:
•

•
•
•
•
•

The exact address or location
and the name of the city or
town (be prepared to give the
names of nearby intersecting
streets and landmarks);
The telephone number from
which the call is being made
and the caller’s name;
What happened — for example, a motorcycle collision;
How many people are involved in the collision;
The condition of the victim(s) for example, unconsciousness,
bleeding, etc.; and
The emergency care being
given on the scene.

The dispatcher may stay on the
line and continue to talk with you
and provide instructions before
emergency personnel arrive. Do
not hang-up until the 911 dispatcher instructs you to do so.
First responders, emergency
medical technicians (EMTs) and
paramedics are professionals,
trained and capable of providing
more advanced emergency care
and life-support techniques.
Immediate life-threatening
conditions may require your action, which can include an unconscious victim, a rider who is not
breathing or has difficulty breathing, has no pulse, or is experiencing severe bleeding due to a

motorcycle spill. Waiting to render
aid can be fatal. Remember, you
have trained professionals at the
911 dispatch center on the line to
provide instruction.
If, and only if, you are trained
in first aid, identify yourself to the
victim as a person trained in first
aid. Try not to alarm the victim.
Position yourself close to the
victim’s eye level, without moving him or her. Speak calmly and
confidently. Identify yourself. Your
words can reassure the victim that
a caring person is offering help.
Before giving first aid to a conscious adult victim, you must get
the victim’s permission to give
care. This permission is referred to
as consent. A conscious victim has
the right to either refuse or accept
care. To get consent you must tell
the victim who you are, your level
of training and what you plan to
do. Only then can a conscious
victim give you consent. Do not
give care to a conscious victim
who refuses it.
If the victim is unconscious or
unable to respond because of injury, consent is implied. If you find
that the victim is unconscious in a
motorcycle accident, do not delay
calling 911. Unconsciousness is a
sign of a serious injury or illness.
Once you have assessed the
scene and the victim(s), and have
called for help, you may need
to provide care. Always care for
life-threatening conditions before
those that are not life threatening. For example, a breathing
emergency would take priority
over an injured leg. Watch for
changes in the victim’s breathing
and consciousness. A change in
the victim’s level of consciousness
may be a sign of serious illness or
injury. Take time to reassure and
calm the victim.

A
•

•

few important rules for immediate help include:
Do not move a person who
may have a broken bone or
internal injuries or an injured spine unless their life is
in immediate danger.
If the victim is lying down,
keep the person in that position. Do not allow them to

•

•

•

walk or stand up.
With an unconscious victim,
make sure that the victim has
an open airway. The nose,
mouth and throat should
be clear in order for them
to breathe. Sometimes the
tongue blocks the airways,
so make sure the victim can
breathe.
Turn an unconscious victim’s
head gently to one side to
keep the person from choking.
DO NOT move the head of a
person who may have a spinal
injury.
Make the victim comfortable,
but touch a person only if absolutely necessary.

Bleeding

Heavy bleeding can cause death
in minutes. The best way to stop
bleeding is to put pressure directly on the wound. If severe,
and if the person is standing, have
the person lie down and raise
the bleeding part of the body.
Then put a sterile gauze or clean
handkerchief, cloth or towel on
the wound and press it down with
your hand(s) and keep pressure on
wound until help arrives.

Artificial Respiration

You’ll need to begin artificial
respiration as soon as possible for
riders who have stopped breathing due to trauma or some other
medical condition. The most efficient way is mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation. Carefully place the
victim on his back, kneel down
next to the victim’s shoulder, clear
the airway, press the nose together and place your mouth over
the mouth of the victim. Take
a deep breath and blow hard
enough to make the chest rise.
Then remove your mouth and
listen for the air to come out. Then
repeat the procedure. Do this until
the victim starts breathing again
or until help arrives. To clear the
airway, gently lift the neck by sliding your hand under the neck and
tilting the head back slightly. If
needed, use a finger or two to ensure that there are no obstructions
in the victim’s mouth.

Shock
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If the blood in the victim’s body does
not circulate properly, it may result in
shock. When a person is in shock, blood
does not carry enough oxygen to the
brain and other organs. A victim who suffers from shock may look afraid, confused,
or weak and be extremely thirsty. Pulse
and breathing are fast. To treat shock, put
a blanket or your riding jacket around the
victim to keep them warm.

Prepare Yourself

In addition to carrying a first aid kit [see
the February 2013 issue, page 7, “A first
aid kit for the road.” –Ed.], consider creating an emergency information sheet
for yourself and anyone riding with you.
The sheet is easy to compile and should
contain information relevant to you and
your medical needs in the event that you
require emergency medical information.
You can store the information sheet in your
wallet or in one of your motorcycle’s travel
packs.
It is always a good idea to let a family
member or close friend know your route
if your ride includes distance riding, and
generally when you’ll be checking in with
them.
Get trained in CPR and first aid by
contacting your local community hospital,
college, or by visiting your local firehouse.

Y

our role as a citizen responder isn’t
over until emergency response personnel arrive on the scene and relieve you.
Lastly, protect yourself by always riding
within your own skill limits.

Fire & Iron Firefighters Motorcycle Club is a
national organization of firefighters, paramedics and others associated with fire service who
love to ride motorcycles. Fire & Iron MC and its
~150 stations respond to citizen 911 calls and
emergencies every day in the delivery of emergency services in their respective geographical areas
throughout the United States and the Bahamas.
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Riding the Fields of Athenry
Touring Ireland by motorcycle — part one
By Karen and Philip Ager

How

do two avid BMW bikers celebrate a
milestone wedding anniversary? With an
epic motorcycle adventure, of course. Therefore, the
planning started for our trip to Ireland, England and
Wales. Philip has relatives in England and Wales that
we haven’t visited recently, so the location of the trip
was an easy choice. Ireland was thrown in because
“it was there.” Philip found Celtic Rider, a motorcycle
touring/rental company in Dublin owned by Paul
Rawlins, online. Celtic Rider offers a range of BMW
and Harley-Davidson bikes. We chose two F650GS
twins and the option for an 8-day, self-guided tour
of Ireland. Paul mapped out a suggested route with
points of interest along the way. He also made all of
the B&B reservations for that segment of the trip.
Wales is an easy ferry ride from Dublin, which
allowed us to launch the second half of the trip — for
which we made our own itinerary and reservations.
Originally, the start of the trip was planned for 1 September, but by delaying our trip by two weeks, we got
the off-season rates for the bike rentals, leaving more
money for petrol and Guinness. The entire trip was 24
10

days, including travel. We had originally planned for
about two weeks, but that gave us only one day in
London and required that we visit Salisbury, Stonehenge, and Bath all on the same day. Even three
weeks wasn’t enough time to see everything, but we
managed to check everything off our list except live
Celtic dancing.
We arrived in Dublin on Friday morning, two
days before the bike rental started, in order to adjust
to the time difference. After dropping our bags off
at the B&B (Muckross House) and meeting our host,
Ann Griffin, we took the bus to downtown Dublin
and walked around the city. Toward the afternoon it
was more difficult to stay awake, but we managed to
stay up until evening, then we slept well and woke
refreshed.
There was certainly no shortage of food on
this trip, especially at breakfast. Saturday, we had
a terrific and very large breakfast before setting off
to Trinity College for a look at the Book of Kells. It
was well worth the wait in line. Trinity College has
a fascinating exhibit about the Book of Kells and

other similar writings. By the time we got through the
exhibit, it was well past lunchtime, but we managed
to find some good food at “The Duke” and walked
around Dublin for the rest of the afternoon. The
Muckross House was within easy walking distance of
multiple pubs; we chose to try the Porterhouse Brewpub for dinner and enjoyed a pleasant meal upstairs.
The next day was full of excitement as we met
Paul in person and picked up our bikes. We took a
bit of time in Paul’s large upstairs equipment room
to sort and repackage the contents of our two large
suitcases into four side cases, two top cases and one
sizeable tank bag, of course leaving some room for
souvenirs. With the packing and paperwork completed, we were eager to get on the (wrong side of the)
road. Paul insisted on leading us out of town toward
the motorway about 10 miles distant. We followed
like ducklings, through traffic lights and roundabouts.
It was a good chance for us to get used to the traffic patterns, road signs and the flow of the other
vehicles. At the entrance to the highway, Paul bid us
adieu and we were on our way.

Rather than follow his suggested route from Dublin to Donegal, though, we headed north into Northern Ireland to find County Armagh where Philip’s
great, great grandfather, Barney McCann, once lived.
It took a while to find a suitable County Armagh sign,
but we persevered for a good photo. The delay gave
time for the rain to stop. We found a County Armagh
sign just as the sun reappeared and documented
the moment. Heading northwest on narrow country lanes, we made our way back into the Republic
of Ireland with no border or separation of any kind.
There wasn’t a sign; the sole differences were the
color of the pavement and speed limit signs in kph
instead of mph. It rained again before we arrived at
the Ardlenagh View B&B outside of Donegal. The
owners allowed us to park the bikes in a shed in the
back after we unloaded our gear. They offered us a
hot cup of tea and a peat fire to warm ourselves. Then
the lady of the house drove us into town for dinner
and a walkabout. Talk about good service. We took
the requisite pictures of Donegal Castle, and then
dropped into the Old Castle Pub for a pint or two.
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This is a view of the best valley we rode in all Ireland; just west of Killarney as we
started a full day’s ride along the Ring of Kerry. A bicyclist in the background is
pedaling up the twisted valley road reminiscent of many European alpine hillsides.

After a fabulous dinner, a quick taxi ride
delivered us back to the B&B.
Except for a single night in Doolin,
our Ireland itinerary had us staying two
nights at each location, allowing ample
opportunities for day trips, rest days,
laundry and the like. On the rest days,
Karen had the option of riding pillion
to allow a better look at the scenery
without having to watch the road. It also
allowed Philip the opportunity to change
the route at a moment’s notice, something that is often difficult for the following rider. Karen exercised this option on
Monday for the trip to Slieve League. We
traversed along Glenveagh National Park
and the nearby mountains and cliffs, and
were rewarded with spectacular scenery
and gorgeous rainbows after the many
random showers.

S

lieve League is the highest cliff in
Ireland and billed as three times as
high as the more famous Cliffs of Moher.
We reached it via a long, narrow road
with gated access. The rain was falling
in sheets, sideways, when we arrived at
the top. The wind was actually strong
enough to knock Karen to the ground.
Did we mention it was cold? Fortunately,
the strong winds pushed the storm on,
and the sun came out for the pictures;
12
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however, it was still so cold and windy
that we didn’t even take off our helmets.
When it wasn’t raining, we often left our
raingear on for an extra layer of warmth.
As usual, the day was waning as we departed the cliffs at 1830 with a 38-mile
ride back to the Ardlenagh View B&B.
We decided to stop for dinner at Kitty
Kelly’s restaurant. After a delicious, leisurely dinner, we returned, in the rain, to
our room at 2130 and prepared to move
further south on Tuesday.
The next day’s destination was Westport in County Mayo. Our lodgings were
outside the main part of town, but it was
an easy walk in the other direction to the
Sheebeen Pub on Westport Bay, which
offered a variety of excellent seafood –
as well as beers. After a pleasant dinner,
we talked motorcycling in Ireland with
the owner; he even bought us a glass of
aged Irish whiskey.
From Westport it was a short drive to
Croagh Patrick, the mountain on which
Saint Patrick (the patron saint of Ireland)
explained the concept of the Trinity by
using a shamrock, forever linking the
shamrock with Ireland. A 10-minute
walk on asphalt paths took us to a statue
of Saint Patrick and a good view of the
coast below. A 3.5-hour hike on completely unimproved trails will take a

stouthearted tourist to the top of Croagh
Patrick. The top was shrouded in clouds
and we weren’t wearing proper hiking boots, so we stopped at the statue
and declined the big climb. Across the
street from the car park was the National
Famine Monument, a large bronze ship
of skeletons commemorating all of the
families affected by the great potato
famine and migration in the mid-1800s.
We then passed by the ruins of an old
abbey as we continued our ride through
southern County Mayo. It was a scenic
area and we enjoyed the winding roads
through more grass-covered hills and
low-lying peat bogs. We also rode past
a modest Irish landmark called Aasleagh
Falls. We eventually stopped at the head
of a long estuary called Killary Harbor
in the town of Leenaun. We had a quick
lunch in a simple café; we had miles
to go in the afternoon, including a ride
along the picturesque “Sky Road,” as
suggested by Paul.
We arrived at the Dubhlinn House
in Doolin around 1600, deposited our
luggage and one bike and went off to explore the area. It was raining so heavily
that the Aran Islands were hardly visible
and the Cliffs of Moher were obscured.
However, within 20 minutes the weather
had cleared somewhat. At the end of the
cove, we were able to get some shots
of the Cliffs of Moher from the side at
sea level, which was certainly cheaper

near Fybagh and took a scenic ride over
the mountain to the village of Camp, and
then onto Fahamore before returning to
Killarney before sunset. We then rode
into town around 2000 and found a nice
family-style eatery called Caragh Restaurant & Bar on New Street, where Philip
very much enjoyed a shepherd’s pie-like
fish pie.
On our rest day in Killarney, we
again traveled two-up, this time to the
Ring of Kerry. The best scenery and
riding terrain was through the Gap of
Dunloe. Most folks travel this narrow
road either on foot or by pony and trap
(horse and carriage), although there
were a few bicycles, motorcycles and
the odd car or truck. Passing was difficult due to the narrowness of the road.
Philip stopped multiple times for pictures; we were even passed by a group
of six motorcyclists as we posed at the
top. We covered about 230 miles on the
Ring road, including an attempt to reach
Bolus Head on another narrow coastal
road. A sign near the point read, “End
of route. Please turn back now.” We did
as instructed and headed back to our
B&B, returning along the coastal road at
a brisk pace. We learned at lunch that
there was a motorcycle rally somewhere
near Knight’s Town, which accounted for
A view of the Sneem River from the N70 bridge. The water cascades
some 20’ over the jagged precipice at this popular spot in Sneem.
Thankfully, we were there well after the high season.

than paying €6 per vehicle to park and
then hike to the top of the Cliffs. We also
happened upon a small castle that was
just begging to be photographed. We
got a good shot just up the hill from the
residence without violating what was no
doubt private property. We returned to
the town’s crossroads, and stopped for
drinks and dinner at Fitzpatrick’s Bar in
the Hotel Doolin. Karen chose a couple
of side dishes for dinner: two big dishes
of mixed vegetables and 12 whole new
potatoes; Philip had a large salad covered with fresh, smoked local salmon.
He also enjoyed a big bottle of “Bishop’s
Finger Ale,” from Britain’s oldest brewery
in Kent. We just couldn’t resist a beer
with such an interesting name.
Brilliant sunshine greeted us the next
morning. It would have been a good
day to take a ferry to the Aran Islands,
but we didn’t have time. We were off
to Killarney by way of a modest ferry
across the River Shannon (€9 each).
The sun didn’t last all day, though. We

eventually stopped in the town
of Castleisland for lunch, and
parked on the sidewalk beside
the crosswalk (just like a local)
at 75 Main Street. We parked
next to a health food store that
also operated the ‘Slice of Life’
Café. We both enjoyed a delicious vegetarian lunch, a nice
change from the usual pub fare.
We then had a short 25-mile
ride into Killarney where we
found the best accommodations
of our vacation at the Crystal
Springs B&B on the southeast
outskirts of town. We dropped
off our luggage and headed out
for a ride on Philip’s F650GS
around a portion of the Dingle
Peninsula.
We enjoyed the sunny afternoon excursion, but as usual,
didn’t have enough time to get
out to the Dingle tip at Slea
Head. We instead turned north

A view of the seaside with a small, privately-owned
castle overlooking the tiny port of Doolin on an overcast
day. We couldn’t get into to this photogenic structure.
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all the groups of riders passing us.
On our way back to Dublin on Sunday, we stopped at the Rock of Cashel.
We chose not to pay admission to go up
to the top of the Rock — we just walked
as far as we could along the street, posed
for a few pictures, fed a horse some
leftover Irish sour bread and walked
back to the main road for lunch. A short
trip up the road from Cashel stands the
Holycross Abbey. It was worth a short
stop to look around the church, where
we viewed two remnants of Jesus’ cross
mounted in small crucifixes secured behind a locked window. It is this relic that
gives the town its name – Holycross.

C

oincidentally, the All-Ireland Football Championship was in Dublin
that Sunday afternoon and starting up
just as we returned to the town center.
The stadium was a mile or so from our
B&B, so we were warned to arrive before 1500 or after 1900 to avoid getting
caught in heavy traffic. We heeded the
advice by hopping on the motorway after
our stop in Holycross. It may have been
a bit boring, but it kept us on schedule.
We didn’t encounter too much traffic on
the streets, but the parked cars effectively eliminated three-quarters of a lane
on the two-lane road. We managed to
navigate the city successfully, but dinner
was another matter. The local pubs were

jam-packed and very loud, with folks
watching the match. It ended shortly
after we arrived (Donegal beat Mayo),
but we switched pubs to find the least
noisy one so that we could better enjoy
another pub-grub dinner.
We needed to catch Monday’s 0845
fast ferry from Dublin to Holyhead,
Wales. The B&B owner informed us that
it was “just a 10-minute” drive from
there to the port. With that information,
we planned a fast 0700 breakfast with
anticipated port arrival at 0815. The
day dawned with grey skies and steady
rain. We ate, packed, donned raingear
and headed out. Almost immediately,
workday traffic engulfed us. Although
lane splitting is legal, it was more difficult with two bikes with expanded
saddlebags. We also had to keep in mind
that Karen didn’t have a GPS, so she’d
have trouble if we got separated. Sadly,
we made it to the port shortly after the
boarding had closed.
The next ferry sailing wasn’t until
1430, leaving us with six hours to kill in
Dublin in the pouring rain. We opted to
visit the Trinity University Science Center. We wound our way back into town
and found a place to park on the street.
The buildings were not well marked, so
we wandered down the street to find the
Science Center but eventually had to ask
a local. When we arrived at the museum,
we were informed that it was closed on

Mondays. Thankfully, the museum café
was open; some students were meeting
there. We decided to have some porridge
and a coffee and sit with a roof over our
heads while we contemplated our options. After an hour or two, we decided
to ride back to the port so we would be
there early. It was still raining as we retraced our steps. After fueling the bikes,
we even had time to send the family a
quick email update on our progress (or
lack thereof) in the Internet station in the
truck stop.
The queue started forming around
1315, so we got up to the front with two
other bikers. We were not able to go into
the terminal building to get out of the
rain until 1345; we had to stand in the
rain for about 15 minutes waiting for the
signal to load. The ferry deck was very
slippery but we all managed to make it
to the designated motorcycle parking
area. They secured each bike by putting
one large strap across the seat, attaching
the bike to the deck on both sides. It was
a relatively quick process and we soon
followed the regulars up to the passenger
lounge on Deck 4. What greeted us was
not a welcome sight. There was a stack
of seasick bags on every table in the
lounge. One of the other motorcyclists
remarked, “Oh, this is not a good sign.
It’s going to be rough,” and rough it was.
We heard later on the BBC that we experienced the worst rainstorm in 31 years.

This is an artistic stone circle found above Blacksod, way out on the Bellmullet Peninsula in County Mayo. The park sign said a “modern interpretation based on
the legend associated with St. Deirbhile” — somewhat reminiscent of Stonehenge. We just happened to stumble upon this site on our meandering ride south.

Needless to say, the ferry was not as fast as it
usually is.
We didn’t get into Wales until nearly
1700, and we still had 175 miles to ride to
Birmingham. As we started our journey, it was
still raining steadily. The temperature dropped
like a rock as the sun set. Wet and cold, we finally had to stop around 1930 because Karen
was having difficulty managing her turn signals. We had some hot chocolate and made
a call to Philip’s cousin John in Birmingham.
He was surprised that we were still so far
away, but assured us that the fireplace would
be ready to warm us up whenever we arrived.
By the time we left the rest area, it was fully
dark, but at least the rain had stopped.
We pressed on and managed to reach
John’s house around 2100. As promised, there
was a welcoming fire as well as a cup of hot
tea and an AGA cooker to help dry all of our
wet gear. After we got settled and caught up
on family happenings, they brought out a
lovely salmon dinner and we socialized until
midnight.
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Stay tuned for Part Two of Karen and Phil’s trip to Ireland
in next month’s Between the Spokes –Ed.

An early evening view as we settled into our quarters in the second
floor room at the Ardlenagh View B&B, just outside of Donegal town.
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Phil and Karen sitting next to a statue of Irish poet
Brendan Behan near the Royal Canal.

Stopped on the road
overlooking Dingle Bay
while traveling together on
one bike. The road runs
all the way to Camp..

Above, Karen rides across the border between Northern Ireland and
the Republic of Ireland in the Killeter Forest. The only marker signifying the border crossing was a change in the color of the pavement.
Below, Karen rides in County Mayo, near Mallaranny, on the N59.

Karen on the climb toward Croagh Patrick
(St. Patrick’s Sacred Mountain) near Westport.
The stairs climb about 100 meters, leading to the statue and an unimproved trail
that leads to the top of the mountain.

Phil atop the Slieve League Cliffs
overlook, just west of Donegal.
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Ireland is a big, little country whose countryside is amazingly green, especially during
the second-most rainy season in 102 years.
Note that we’re usually wearing some form
of rain gear, if not for precipitation then for
the late-September damp chill in the air. The
land is much different than the U.S. in the
quaint little villages scattered throughout the
land, with farms covering most of the rest
of the countryside. There are few “cities”
as we think of them. The roads are narrow
and winding, with only a handful of genuine motorways. As Paul from Celtic Rider
told us: the Irish roadways are old horse and
wagon trails that have been paved, whereas
U.S. roads were built for car travel. This
makes the average speed on our Ireland
tour much less than on our U.S. tours. This
was good from the standpoint of being able
to enjoy the scenery more, but also is a
requirement because you never know when
the road will be full of sheep or mud — or
both — right around the next bend.

Phil takes a moment to help some down-on-their-luck
Harley riders stranded on the wrong side of a stone wall.

It just wouldn’t be a ride report from the
Agers without a photo of food! —Ed.
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Tech tips from George Mangicaro

The K4X clutch problem

A

s you may have noticed by now, I
am an unrepentant Beemerphile.
Keep that in mind throughout this
article, as my intent is not to disparage BMW or the K4X bikes by merely
acknowledging a known issue and
providing a solution.
On some of the K4X (K1200GT,
K1200S and K1200R to the un-hip)
generation motorcycles, the clutch
can suffer premature wear and failure. In some cases the rapid wear
can, in my opinion, contribute to
catastrophic failure of the right side
connecting rod’s bottom bearing.
The problem is the failure of the
clutch plates to separate correctly.
When a multi-plate clutch disengages, the plates are supposed to all
move slightly apart from each other,
allowing the engine and transmission
to turn at different rates. In the case
of the K4X, most of the plates stick
together. This concentrates the load
on only a few (usually
two) plates, when the
intention was to spread
the load over all eight.
Some of the symptoms
of incorrect disengagement are clutch judder, a squeal or screech
when engaging and
a hair-trigger feel to
clutch engagement.
In advanced cases
of wear, the only solution is to replace the
clutch pack and basket.
With no aftermarket option currently available,
the cost of parts will
exceed $1,600 MSRP.
If attended to early
enough, all of the original parts — except the
aluminum cover screws
and gasket — can be
reused.
BMW has several
different versions of this
clutch, so some pictures
prior to disassembly are

very helpful in identifying which
might be in your bike. In addition,
if you have a wire anti-rattle shim,
it is best to buy a new clutch pack.
The wire anti-rattle shim was only
used in very early production runs,
with few finding their way to the
U.S. market.
BMW considers the clutch
pack to be non-serviceable, so any
repairs short of total replacement
are unauthorized.
The fix is straightforward. The
clutch basket should remain on
the bike, but it must be examined.
Look for ridges in the basket at the
point where it contacts the clutch
plate tabs. The clutch tabs must be
able to slide freely without interference. If the basket has wear it
must be replaced.
With the clutch on the bench,
remove the six Allen head bolts.

These bolts are under spring pressure, so they must be removed
gradually and evenly. Once those
bolts are out, remove the clutch
friction discs and steel plates.
Look at the wear on the friction
discs. If yours has noticeable wear
on any of the plates, it is best to
replace the entire pack. Also look
at the aluminum carrier and cover.
If either of them is scored, you will
need to replace the clutch pack.
If all the components appear
to be usable, clean any residue
from the clutch basket and clutch
pack. With super fine sandpaper
(80 grit is NOT acceptable!), lightly scuff the faces of the steel plates
in a radial pattern on both sides.
Clean the plates again, then apply
a liberal coating of fresh motor
oil to all of the friction discs and
steel plates. This will help ensure
that they do not stick to each other
when the clutch is disengaged.
Reassembly of the clutch pack
is a bit tricky. The friction disc
tabs are not all equal in size; one
of them is slightly larger than the
others. Do not force a disc into
a slot that is too small. Also, the
friction discs have an identification stamp on the tabs. These
stamps should all be facing away
from the spring. With the pack
reassembled, oil the tabs and
clutch basket.
The bolts that hold on the
right side engine cover and clutch
slave cylinder are one-time use
aluminum bolts. They must be replaced. Make sure you have new
ones before you start taking your
clutch apart!

Worn friction disc
with its carrier.

George owns Beemers Über Alles, an
independent BMW shop in Manassas, VA.
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Clutch pack with rubber bands.

Good friction disc with the manufacturer’s identification stamp.

Clutch basket with usable wear.
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Re-Cycled News

BMW sells Husqvarna to KTM CEO Stefan Pierer

B

arely three weeks after crediting Husqvarna Motorcycles with
helping the company achieve a new
sales record for the month of December, BMW Motorrad announced the
marque’s outright and complete sale
to Pierer Industrie AG. PIAG is based
in Austria and is owned by Stefan
Pierer, the CEO of KTM Motorcycles;
PIAG owns a 51% stake in KTM.
No sale price is likely to be revealed by either company, but industry estimates put the cost to PIAG at

the company will “focus on urban
mobility and e-mobility” to better “focus on early identification
of trends, such as megacities and
traffic density, as well as environmental issues.” BMW claims this
“strategic realignment” will enable
it to boost its presence in markets
featuring “environmentally-friendly combustion engines and pure
electric drives.”
Under BMW’s command,
Husqvarna’s low sales started to

An attendee at the International Motorcycle Show on Saturday, 5 January checks out a Husqvarna
dual sport with a corporate representative answering his questions. Husqvarna displayed a halfdozen motorcycles as part of the large BMW corporate booth. Photo by Wes Fleming.

about $150 million. European Union
anti-trust regulators must approve the
sale before it becomes final; approval
is expected to be more likely if Pierer
keeps Husqvarna separate from KTM,
which is certainly possible.
When BMW bought Husqvarna
for a reported $124 million in 2007,
Herbert Diess said Husqvarna would
enable BMW “to extend the range to
include younger groups of customers as well as the entire off-road and
supermoto sector much more quickly
and effectively than with our core
brand alone.” Now, BMW says, “In
the context of changing motorcycle
markets, demographic trends and
increasing environmental demands,”

rise. By 2010, sales occasionally approached the four-digits-amonth mark; in BMW’s 9 January
2013 press release, Husqvarna
enjoyed reports of a 4.7% bump
in sales for December 2012 over
the previous December, reporting 1,267 bikes sold. Overall for
2012, Husqvarna moved 10,751
motorcycles, 15.7% more than the
9,286 sold in 2011, which had
previously been their highestselling year on record. In 2012,
the most popular Husqvarnas were
the TXC 250/310 and TE 310R
(2,758 sold), the TE 449/511 dual
sports (1,627 sold), the TR 650
Terra/Strada (1,321 sold) and the

By Wes
Fleming

Nuda 900/900R (1,936 sold).
Until 2007, BMW hadn’t
acquired a competitor since its
ill-fated foray into luxury SUVs in
the guise of Rover. BMW bought
Rover, which consisted of Rover,
Land Rover, MG, Austin and Morris, for about $1.3 billion in 1994.
Completing the massive deal in
only 10 days, BMW quickly realized losses nearing $3.2 million a
day. After only six years of ownership, BMW began divesting itself
of the Rover anchor, selling the
Longbridge, England Rover plant
for just fifteen dollars; the new
owners, Phoenix Consortium,
flipped their purchase for $83 million to a Chinese investment firm,
which now produces MG cars in
limited runs.
BMW then sold the Rover
brand to Ford, which sold both
Rover and Jaguar to India’s Tata
Motors in 2007. The only part of
the Rover empire BMW held onto
was the Cowley, England plant,
which was instrumental in their introduction of the new Mini. Before
Husqvarna, the last major purchase BMW made was buying the
Sauber Formula One racing team.
Peter Sauber bought the team back
from BMW in 2009, reportedly
for much less than he sold it for
in 2005, after BMW unexpectedly
announced it was pulling out of
F1 racing.
Husqvarna started as a weapons manufacturer in 1689 in the
town of Husqvarna, Sweden. Over
the years, the company built its
range of products to include sewing machines, kitchen appliances,
chainsaws, bicycles and, starting
in 1903, motorcycles. Husqvarna’s
first motorcycle cost about three
times as much as its highestpriced bicycle and featured a 1.25
horsepower engine made by FN
in Belgium. A few years after the
end of World War I, Husqvarna
was producing a 994 cc engine,
but its main thrust was in sub-500
cc offerings. The low point in the
company’s history came in 1936
when fewer than 320 bikes rolled

off the line. Following World War
II, Husqvarna started its comeback, powered by the 4.5 horsepower “Black Mill” engine, which
gave way to the “Red Mill” in the
mid-1950s.
The marque enjoyed widespread success in motocross
throughout the 1960s and
1970s, with its bikes winning 14

Breakfast rides are informal
gatherings of members who
meet for breakfast and often
a ride afterwards. Not all
members participate in the
after-meal rides and some
like to show up solely for
the ride. Interested? Arrive
early, introduce yourself and
be ready to have fun. Look
for the tables with helmets
and jackets piled on or near
them and don’t be shy.
If you’d like more information, or to volunteer to
lead a ride one weekend,
contact Ed Phelps at
rides@bmwbmw.org.

championships in 125, 250 and
500 cc divisions as well as 24
enduro world championships.
The old adage “Win on Sunday, Sell on Monday” proved to
be especially true, with sales in
those winning decades climbing
steadily, peaking at 15,000 motorcycles a year by 1975. The small
appliance company Electrolux
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bought Husqvarna in 1977 and,
though leaving engine manufacturing in its hometown, moved production to
Ödeshög, Sweden. Husqvarna started producing
its first four-stroke bike, the TE, in 1983. In 1987,
Cagiva bought Husqvarna and put it under the MV
Augusta Motor umbrella and moving production
to Varese, Italy. Husqvarna’s first road-legal bikes
hit U.S. streets in 2006, barely a year before BMW
acquired the company.

Breakfast rides
You can find out more by perusing the “Rides to Eat” section of the BMWBMW online forums.
1st Sunday — 8 a.m.
BALTIMORE
BREAKFAST RIDE

3rd Sunday — 10 a.m.
MARYLAND
BREAKFAST RIDE

4th Sunday — 9 a.m.
VIRGINIA
BREAKFAST RIDE

GOLDEN CORRAL
7908 Rossville Boulevard,
Baltimore, MD 21236. To
have a reminder e-mail
sent to you the week
before the breakfast,
send your e-mail address
to Jim Pellenbarg,
jpellenbarg@juno.com.

THE COZY
103 Frederick Road,
Thurmont, MD 21788.
Take I-270 N to Frederick
and continue north on
US 15. Take the first Thurmont
exit. Turn right at the first
stop sign, then left at the
first traffic light. Go 1/4
mile and look to the left.

CHUCKWAGON
12846-A Fitzwater Drive,
Nokesville, VA 20181.
Easily reached via I-66, US
29 and VA 28. From 28,
turn S/SE on Fitzwater, then
cross the railroad tracks
and look to the left. Riders
gather in the back room.

Membership application/renewal form.
Please check appropriate selections:

o

NEW MEMBER  

o

RENEWAL  

o

Sign up or renew
online with PayPal at
www.bmwbmw.org

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

NAME_______________________________________________________________
Associate____________________________________________________________

Motorcycles
(year, make, model)

STREET_______________________________________ BMW MOA #___________

_________________________

CITY, STATE, ZIP__________________________________ BMW RA #___________

_________________________

OCCUPATION________________________________________ AMA #___________

_________________________

PHONE (c) (h) (w)_____________________________________________________

Referred to BMWBMW by

E-MAIL______________________________________________________________

_________________________

AGE GROUP
o 16–25
o 26–35
o 36–45

o 46–55
o 56–65
o 65+

I’m interested in helping out with
the following committees:
o Gov’t Affairs
o Rally
o Internet
o Rides
o Meetings & Events
o Safety
o Membership
o Sales
o Newsletter/BTS
o Tech

MEMBERSHIP DUES
Regular Member $20/year
Associate Member $7.50/year
Dues may be paid for 1, 2 or 3 years. Associate members must reside at the
same address as the regular member. Associate members have all the privileges of regular members but do not receive a separate copy of the newsletter.
Make check payable to “BMWBMW” and send it with this form to:
Karen Ager, Membership Chair
P.O. Box 44735, Ft. Washington, MD 20749-4735
Membership dues are not refundable.
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AWSCHIT: the 2013 Rides Program

By Ed Phelps
rides@bmwbmw.org

W

e are happy to announce that the 2013 Tour will be the AWSCHIT. You say you have already done the
AWSCHIT, but reading comprehension is key here, as what you did before was the AWSHIDT. This
tour will be the America Wandering Seeking Cities Having Identical Twins (AWSCHIT). You will need to
document cities and towns that have an identically named city ortown in some other country. For example:
Paris, Texas for Paris, France or Hanover, PA for Hanover, Germany. We will have awards for the most single
sets of twin matches. From there we will have triplets, quads, quints, etc. We will limit the max number of
cities to 99.
Phil Ager gave us an idea of a tour matching U.S. cities with international cities. This reminded us of another tour we did 10 years ago for another club. Between Phil’s idea and that tour we will develop the rules.
A big thanks to Phil Ager for his suggestion and reminding us of this tour.
We are finalizing the details and will be ready in a couple of weeks. In the meantime, pop over to the
club’s discussion forums and get up-to-the-minute information on AWSCHIT and the annual Great States
Tour as well.

The Look Twice — Save A Life campaign
same catch phrase. Diane Pearson
has been distributing this same
message in memory of her son
Gene, who was killed in Florida
in May 2005 when a car pulled
out in front of his motorcycle.
Diane was also coordinating with
Kathy and Patrick Malone, who
lost their son Lance to a collision
involving a negligent right-of-way
violation in 1995. TVR contacted
both Diane Pearson and
Kathy Malone and soon
received an ecstatic
endorsement of the
TVR initiative to use the
slogan.
On a personal note,
I too lost a good friend
BMWBMW bylaws, II.A.1 last year from just this
scenario. Some of you
may have known Richard Khidecided to invest income from
their annual rally and inaugurated
ena, aka “Party Boss” on the ADV
a colorful motorcycle awareness
Rider forum. Party Boss hosted the
campaign earlier this year. TVR
Eastern ADV Rendezvous for some
is a ‘non-denominational’ BMW10 years running; Today other
MOA chartered club and hosts the
ADV Riders carry on the rally, now
annual Twin Valley Rally.
known as “Rick’s Rendezvous.”
After going through several
Rick was hit on his way to Dayslogans and layouts, TVR chose
tona when a car coming from the
the “Look Twice Save a Life”
opposite direction, “just didn’t see
slogan and discovered that there
him” and turned into his path.
was an active campaign using the
John Tice of the TVR club dug

During the February club Board of
Directors (BoD) meeting, the BoD
approved formation of a committee to explore club involvement
and financial contribution to a
safety awareness campaign. Check
out the thread titled “Look Twice
Save a Life” on the club forum.
This idea stems from the
efforts of the Twin Valley Riders (TVR) of Roanoke, Va., who

“The objectives of this organization
shall be to promote all aspects of
BMW motorcycle activities such as:
1. Safe motorcycle riding.”

By Ed Pfister
into some National Highway Traffic Safety Administration statistics and found there were 4,502
motorcycle fatalities in the US in
2010. Approximately sixty percent
of these were due to collisions and
approximately one-third of these
collisions were due to motorists
turning into the path of a motorcycle, presumably because they
didn’t see it or severely misjudged
speed and distance. John’s calculated hypothesis is that if every
motorist would make it a habit to
‘Look Twice”, it could potentially
save a thousand lives every year.
No matter how safe or experienced the motorcyclist, there is
often little defense against a car
making a left-turn across the lane
or pulling out from a side road.
More information on this committee and campaign will be on the
club’s web forums and we’ll be
sure to bring it up at the March
meeting as well as the April BtS.
To get involved with the committee and help us move this proposal
forward contact the Safety Chair,
Chaz Fisher (safety@bmwbmw.
org)or myself, “EAP” on the
forums.
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Why is this woman smiling?
See the story starting on page 10.

